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Abstract. A large, realistic cerebellar neural network has 
been incorporated into a previously developed saccade 
model. Using this model, in the present paper, we simu- 
late the complex spatiotemporal behavior of the neu- 
ronal subpopulations implicated in adaptive saccadic 
control. Our simulation results are in good agreement 
with neurophysiological and behavioral data. Further- 
more, we suggest several new experiments to test the 
validity of our predictions on adaptive saccadic control. 

1 Introduction 

The saccade generation model developed by Dominey 
and Arbib (1992) (henceforth referred to as the D&A 
model) takes into account many brain regions involved 
in the generation of saccades in the monkey. The primary 
goal of this model was to comply with the well-known 
anatomy and neurophysiology of the saccade system in 
simulating a variety of saccade paradigms. This model, 
however, does not include the cerebellum. In the com- 
panion paper (Schweighofer et al. 1996) we developed 
a cerebellar neural network of neural-like units to aug- 
ment the D&A model, in order to account for the adap- 
tive capabilities of the saccadic system. 

We simulated the model in two phases. First we 
studied the real-time behavior of the model and notably 
the input/output of the cerebellum, with the aim of repro- 
ducing semirealistic neurophysiological data. We also 
made sure that the error detector model is appropriate, 
that is that it could induce cerebellar long-term depress- 
ion (LTD) and could properly tune the saccadic system 
[we refer the reader to Schweighofer et al. (1996) for 

a complete description of the model and its biological 
substrate]. Second, once these 'per trial' experiments 
were shown to work, we ran adaptive simulations: over 
trials, the model had (1) to compensate for the nonlineari- 
ties of the saccadic system and (2) to show proper adapta- 
tion in the target perturbation experiment (Goldberg 
et al. 1993). The Appendix gives all the constants used in 
the simulations, including constant weights and initial 
setting of variable parameters. The model is implemented 
in the Neural Simulation Language NSL (Weitzenfeld 
1991) on a Sun Sparc 10. 

2 Neuronal responses 

Figure 1 shows the input behavior of the cerebellar 
model in its 'naive state' in response to a target displace- 
ment of 23.75 ~ to the right (the eye position is shown 
in Fig. 2). t Responses of individual cells from the three 
mossy fiber classes - visual (top), burst (middle) and tonic 
proprioception (bottom) - are shown. The visual mossy 
fibers, or long lead burst mossy fibers, fire before the 
saccades and terminate toward the end of the saccade: 
their activities are not directly proportional in size 
and/or duration to the size of the saccade. Since the 
visual mossy fibers are retinotopically coded, each fires 
only for similar saccades. The cell shown in Fig. 1, for 
instance, participates in the computation of the first sac- 
cade but not in the computation of the corrective sac- 
cade. Mossy fibers with very similar responses have been 
recorded by Kase et al. (1980). The second response 
displayed (Fig. 1, bottom) is the average response of short 
lead burst mossy fibers. The activity onset and duration 
of the burst are correlated with saccade onset and 
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1 For computational tractability, the visual input is discretized in step 
of 4.75 ~ so that the saccades that the model generates are 4.75 ~ 9.5 ~ 
14.25 ~ etc. Also, for an easier comparison between experimental results 
and simulation results, please note that the unit of time used in the 
simulation is 1 s 
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Fig. l.  Mossy fiber inputs to the cerebellum: From top to bottom: 
Average response for a visual (long lead burst) mossy fiber, response for 
a short lead burst  mossy fiber response, and response for a tonic 
proprioceptive mossy fiber. The corresponding eye position is shown in 
Fig. 2, and t = 0 s corresponds to the onset of the saccade. The recorded 
visual mossy fiber fires strongly between - 0 . 5  s and 0.05 s. The short 
lead burst  mossy fiber fires strongly between 0 s about and 0.05 s. The 
tonic proprioceptive mossy fiber firing rate fires strongly when the eye is 
close to 0 ~ (duration of the simulation 0.5 s) 

amplitude, respectively. The short lead burst mossy fibers 
we modeled are directionally tuned so that the cell does 
not fire for the corrective saccade (both directional and 
nondirectional burst neurons have been reported by 
Kase et al.). The last mossy fiber display shows a prop- 
rioceptive tonic fiber which reflects the eye position 
change with fidelity (within its range). Such neurons, in 
addition to burst-tonic proprioceptive neurons, have also 
been recorded by Kase et al. (1980). 

Fastigial oculomotor region (FOR) cell mean firing 
rates during saccades are displayed in Fig. 2. The upper 
graph shows the simulation of the fight FOR cell, while 
the corresponding eye position with a main and a cor- 
rective saccade is shown in the lower graph. The FOR 
cell responses recorded by Fuchs et al. (1993) present 
many similarities with the model responses: (1) The FOR 
response is not direction specific, as firing occurs for the 
main saccade to the right and for the corrective leftward 
saccade. (2) The duration of the burst, but not its maxi- 
mal activity, is correlated with the duration of the sac- 
cade (this is especially clear in the upper panel of Fig. 2). 
(3) There is no direct relation between eye position and 
firing rate as the maximum activity is influenced by 
Purkinje cell (PC) inhibition, which depends on previous 
learning. (4) The burst can be preceded by a pause and/or 
followed by another pause. It should be noted that result 
(1) is at odds with the results of Ohtsuka and Noda 
(1990), who recorded direction-selective FOR neurons. 
The pauses are created by early and late PC inhibition: as 
learning progresses the PC inhibition is somewhat re- 
duced, and the pause may disappear. 

The granule cells, due to their random connections to 
the mossy fibers, show diverse responses, as shown with 
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Fig. 2. Fastigial oculomotor region (FOR) cell responses. Above: Re- 
sponse of the right FOR cell before learning. Below: Eye position 
generated by the model before learning in response to a target displace- 
ment of 23.5 ~ to the right. The eye first overshoots and then under- 
shoots the target. Since the left FOR response (not shown) is very 
similar to the right FOR response, the total influence of the cerebellum 
on the final saccadic circuitry is minimal before learning (duration of 
the simulation 0.5 s) 
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Fig. 3. Simulation of granule cell activity. Examples of four granule cell 
firing rates, picked randomly. Due to the random connection from the 
mossy fibers to the granule cells, the granule cell population carries 
a very rich combination of inputs. Therefore their responses can be 
trimodal (top righO, bimodal (top left and bottom left) or unimodal 
(bottom right). They can fire for the main saccade and the corrective 
saccade (top) or for one saccade only (bottom) 

the four examples in Fig. 3 (the eye displacement is the 
same as shown in Fig. 2). The signal they carry is either 
unimodal (bottom right), bimodal (top left and bottom 
left) or even trimodal (top right). Moreover, they can fire 
for one saccade only (bottom) or for two saccades (top). 
Very few recordings of granule cells have been made, and 
none have been made in the oculomotor system to our 
knowledge; however, given these results we expect them 
to appear to be quite random to the experimenter. Be- 
cause our cerebellar model does not incorporate any 
cerebellar interneurons, and due to the simplification we 
made by taking only one PC per microcomplex, the PC 
responses do not reproduce any data. Understanding 
their individual responses would necessitate a careful 
analysis of the topology of the mossy fiber-granule 
cell-PC inputs, which is made difficult by the lack of 
data. Moreover, PC recordings (Kase et al. 1980; Mc- 
Elligot and Keller 1982) have shown such complex 
modulations of discharge that it is very difficult to relate 
the patterns to specific saccade metrics. 



Figure 4 shows the functioning of the inferior olive 
(IO) as an error detector. Because the primary saccade is 
erroneous, the 'goal' neuron fires until the second saccade 
is over. The 'memory' neuron fires at the end of the 
saccade. Due to the activity of the 'memory' neuron, the 
pre-IO neuron fires after the first saccade is completed. 
When the corrective saccade is generated, the IO spikes 
with a probability proportional to the corrective saccade 
amplitude. If the first saccade was accurate, the 'goal' 
neuron would stop firing at the end of the saccade, before 
the 'memory' neuron would start to fire; because co- 
activation of both neurons is necessary for the pre-IO to 
fire, the pre-IO neuron would not fire. Therefore, the IO 
would be gated and would not fire. 

A hypothesis underlying the model is the near syn- 
chrony of the peak concentration of the second messen- 
ger with the climbing fiber spike. Figure 5 allows the 
comparison between the timing of the peak of the total 
second messenger produced by the first saccade and IO 
spike occurrence. The first display in Fig. 5 shows the 
sum of all the granule cell activities for the first and 
corrective saccades. The second display (Fig. 5, middle) 
represents the total molarity of the second messenger in 
the 'left' PC over time produced by the first saccade only. 
The last display (Fig. 5, bottom) shows the timing of the 
'left' IO spike triggered by the leftward corrective sac- 
cade. The spike occurs close to the peak of the second 
messenger activity, and therefore produces a large de- 
crease in the efficacy of the synapses which participated 
in the first saccade. As discussed above, we chose to 
activate the IO by a motor error which stems from 
proprioceptive inputs. By comparing eye position (Fig. 2, 
bottom) and the IO response, we see that the IO spikes 
toward the end of the corrective saccade. If a visual error 
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were implemented in the model, the IO would spike 
sooner, between t = 0.1 s and t = 0.15 s, with a visual 
feedback delay of 40-80 ms. Figure 5 (top) shows that the 
total granule cell activity which corresponds to the sec- 
ond saccade rises rapidly at t = 0.1 s. Hence, our concept 
of window of eligibility would still apply in the case of 
a visual error. 

Figure 6 shows the activity of the FOR cells after 
learning the nonlinearities (see below). The display 
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Fig. 5. Temporal aspects of the learning mechanism. Duration of the 
simulation 1.2 s, same eye displacement as in Fig. 2. Top: Total granule 
cell activity in the cerebellar cortex for the main and the corrective 
saccade. Middle: Total second messenger molarity released in 'left' 
Purkinje cell (PC) by the first saccade only. Bottom: 'left' IO spiking 
activity. Note that the second messenger molarity peaks close to the 
occurrence of the IO spike 
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Fig. 4. Simulation of the inferior olive (IO). From top to bottom: Goal 
neuron mean firing rate, pre-IO neuron mean firing rate, IO spiking 
activity. Because the primary saccade is erroneous, the pre-IO neuron 
fires: this causes the ungating of the IO cells. When the corrective 
saccade is generated, the appropriate IO cell spikes since it can now 
receive phasic activity from the appropriate stretch receptor. Without 
a corrective saccade, the IO would be gated and would not fire 
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Fig. 6. FOR responses and eye position after learning of the proper 
saccadic gain (duration of the simulation 0.5 s). Top: Left FOR cell 
response. Middle: Right FOR cell response. Bottom: Corresponding eye 
position. No corrective saccadcs are generated. Due to the competitive 
mechanism, the difference in the FOR bursts generates the corrective 
signal issued by the cerebellum. Notice how the presaccadic and pos- 
tsaccadic pauses have either disappeared or have been reduced 
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shows, respectively, the leftward FOR cell response (top), 
the rightward FOR cell response (middle) and the corres- 
ponding eye position (bottom). As the gain was greater 
than 1 before learning, leftward corrective saccades were 
generated during learning. This resulted in a decrease of 
the weights in the leftward PC and a release of excitation 
in the underlying FOR cell. In contrast, the rightward 
FOR neuron showed little increase in activity compared 
with before learning. Due to the competition between the 
two cells, the saccade now has the proper gain. Notice 
how the pauses disappeared totally for the leftward FOR 
cell and are somewhat reduced in the rightward FOR 
(compare with Fig. 2). Not all the neurons recorded by 
Fuchs et al. (1993) showed pauses, and many paused 
either after or before the burst. Our model shows that 
these authors could have recorded from only one popula- 
tion of FOR cells: our results suggest that the pauses are 
due to a stronger PC inhibition. 

3 Learning experiments 

We first trained the network to learn the nonlinearities 
of the system in order to obtain a unitary gain for all 
saccade amplitudes for all initial positions. We then per- 
formed the target perturbation experiments, with the set 
of weights we derived from the previous experiment. 
Figure 7 shows the gains for different saccade amplitudes 
(to the right) at different stages of learning. The upper 
(dotted) curve shows the gains before learning (or, equiv- 
alently, with a lesioned cerebellum, as the FOR has no 
influence on the final machinery at this stage). Note that, 
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Fig. 7. Saccadic gain for different rightward saccades from the 0 ~ initial 
position during learning. Dotted curve, saccadic gain before learning, or 
equivalently after cerebellar lesion; dash-dotted curve, after 500 'small' 
saccades randomly generated (left or right); dashed curve, after 500 more 
saccades of any amplitudes (to the right); continuous curve, after 500 
more saccades of any amplitude (to the right). At this stage no correct- 
ive saccades are generated. Note how the gain converges towards 1 (the 
error for small saccades is due to the relatively large discretization) 

due to the relative randomness of the weights in the 
graded brainstem saccade generator masks, the gain for 
19 ~ saccades is larger than for 14.25 ~ We first trained 
the network to reduce the gain for small rightward and 
leftward saccades only (4.75 ~ 9.5 ~ 14.25 ~ saccades, gener- 
ated randomly) in order to reduce the oscillatory behav- 
ior, as the gain for these saccades is very large. The 
dash-dotted curve in Fig. 7 shows the gain of the system 
after 500 saccades. We then randomly generated 500 
more rightward saccades of any amplitude (dashed curve) 
and then another 500 rightward saccades (continuous 
curve); at this later stage, no more corrective saccades 
were generated and thus this is the best learned state. 
Taken together, these different curves show how, over the 
course of learning, the gain converges towards 1 for all 
saccade amplitudes. When learning is completed, the 
gain actually reaches values very close to 1 for large 
saccades (the results are not as good for smaller saccades 
due to the relatively large discretization error). It is inter- 
esting to note that the curve corresponding to 1000 trials 
(dashed curve) shows a gain smaller than 1 in its middle 
range, and actually smaller than the gain for 1500 trials 
(continuous curve) for the similar saccade amplitudes. 
This phenomenon is due to the generalization process, 
as the control of middle range saccades uses common 
synapses with smaller and larger saccades (especially 
since all saccades are generated from 0 ~ in this experi- 
ment). Consequently, the corresponding synaptic effica- 
cies are decreased too rapidly. It takes more trials to 
'ungeneralize'. While performing learning on saccade am- 
plitudes only from the 0 ~ initial position, we measured 
the saccadic gain for saccades starting from different 
initial positions. Figure 8a and b show the gain for 9.5 ~ 
and 19 ~ rightward saccades respectively, starting from 
different initial positions after 500, 1000 and 1500 trials. 
It is remarkable that the gain converges towards 1, even 
though the system is not trained specifically on these 
saccades. Thus, due to the important generalization pro- 
cess, after training on different saccade amplitudes from 
the 0 ~ position, the network is well tuned to generate 
accurate saccades of any amplitude, from any initial 
position. 

Figure 9 shows the learning curve which reproduces 
the saccadic adaptation experiment. In this case, the 
primary target displacement of 23.75 ~ is followed by 
a correction of 13.25 ~ The process reaches an asymptote 
after 250 trials, when corrective saccades are no longer 
generated. At 300 trials, the target is no longer perturbed, 
and re-learning occurs. The fuzziness of the curve is due 
to the probabilistic firing of the IO. The 'angle' visible in 
the learning curve around 19 ~ is caused by the discretiz- 
ation of the visual input: as the error is proportional to 
the amplitude of the corrective saccades, which take only 
finite values, the learning is not as smooth as with the 
biological system, which is quasi-continuous due to the 
very fine visual resolution. In accordance with the behav- 
ioral data (Schweighofer et al. 1996, Fig. 2 left; M. E. 
Goldberg, personal communication), re-learning occurs 
faster. The nonspecific long-term potentiation (LTP) pres- 
ent in the model (implemented with weight normalization) 
is the reason for this phenomenon for the following reason: 
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Fig. 8. Saccadic gain for different saccades from different initial po- 
sitions: a 9.5 ~ saccades, b 19 ~ saccades. The gains are measured while 
performing the learning experiments shown in Fig. 7. It is the generaliz- 
ing capabilities of the model which allows learning of these gains 
without specific training 

Most of the synapses participating in the computation of 
the saccades generated during re-learning do not partici- 
pate in the computations which correspond to learning 
since the directions of the saccades are different. Conse- 
quently, these synapses have seen their weights increased 
by LTP during the 250 first trials. Referring to (11) in 
Schweighofer et al. (1996) we see that the concentration 
of diacylglycerol released will be higher on average in 
these synapses at the beginning of the re-learning phase 
than in the synapses participating in the learning phase. 
Given that the weight change is proportional to the 
second messenger concentration when the IO spikes, 
re-learning occurs faster. Finally, note that the experi- 
mental curve, unlike the simulated learning curve, is 
noisy. The reason is that the brainstem saccade generator 
uses a 'noisy integrator', so completion of the saccade 
does not guarantee that the eye is on target. In the D&A 
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Fig. 9. Learning of the target perturbation experiment. Eye position 
(in degrees) is plotted against the number of trials. The primary target 
displacement of 23.75 ~ is followed by a correction of 13.25 ~ Note (1) the 
non-constant decrease of the learning rate due to the probabilistic firing 
of the climbing fiber system and (2) the faster re-learning, similar to 
what happens in the experiments. Compare with the experimental data 
shown in Fig. 2 of Schweighofer et al. (1996) 

model, there is no such variability of the response since 
no noise is added. 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Predictions derived from the study 

Available anatomical, neurophysiological, neurochemi- 
cal and behavioral data on the cerebellar control of the 
saccadic system served to provide constraints to our 
model, and in order to accommodate many of these data we 
made a number of assumptions.(Schweighofer et al. 1996). 
Given our successful results of simulation of the model in 
the present paper, we make the following predictions. 

I) We predict that the cerebellum gradually learns part 
of the inverse model of the plant: the non-adaptive path- 
way is an approximate inverse model (which can be 
thought of as genetically programmed) which is being 
adaptively compensated for by the cerebellum. 
2) In order for the cerebellum to effectively modify motor 
commands, we predict that only mossy fibers arising 
from the EBN give collaterals to the FOR. If the nuclear 
cell excitation were derived mainly from visual signals, 
temporal mismatches would not allow good saccadic 
control by the cerebellum. 
3) We predict that, because of the unidirectional func- 
tional change in synaptic efficacies due to LTD, projec- 
tions to both the inhibitory and excitatory burst neurons 
(IBNs and EBNs) are necessary to control the saccadic 
system. 
4) In Schweighofer et al. (1996) we proposed a new 
neural model of the IO which gates the adaptation 
when needed. We predict that the error signal should 
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be 'directed' to the appropriate cerebellar microzone. 
Moreover, the poorly informative (binary) error signal is 
sufficient for learning to occur. 
5) Taking into account the significant delay between the 
efferent motor command and the afferent error informa- 
tion, we predict that the cerebellar learning rule, based on 
neurochemical studies of LTD, should include a delayed 
memory term ('window of eligibility'). In the monkey or 
human it is often the case that the latency of a corrective 
saccade is up to 200-300 ms. The model is able to cope 
with such long latencies, as shown in Fig. 5 (middle): the 
second messenger is still present in important quantities 
in the PC synapses, even 300 ms after the saccade is 
completed. Since the weight change is proportional to the 
second messenger concentration, adaptation still occurs, 
albeit slower than with a latency of 150ms. We also 
predict that even if there is 200 ms delay in presenting 
a step-back, target adaptation still occurs. In this case, 
the total delay is approximately 400 ms, and Fig. 9 shows 
that there is still a significant amount of second messen- 
ger present in the synapses. The prediction is that the 
adaptation is still going to happen, but more trials should 
be required. 

While predictions 1 and 3 are difficult to verify experi- 
mentally, careful anatomical tracing could confirm pre- 
diction 2. Moreover, experiments can be designed to 
verify predictions 4 and 5, as discussed below. 

4.2 Proposed experiments and extensions of the model 

In the present model, each IO cell fires in a binary 
manner, but with a probability which correlates with the 
amplitude of the error. This allows us to generate learn- 
ing curves comparable to the real learning curves, i.e., 
with a smooth exponential-like decrease. In addition, the 
climbing fiber firing pattern over a number of trials is 
similar to that found by Gilbert and Thach (1977), i.e., the 
number of spikes decreases as adaptation occurs. Such 
recording of complex spikes would validate the model 
and give strong support to the Marr-Albus theories. Our 
model does not give an answer on the nature of the error 
carried by the climbing fibers, and leaves this as an open 
question that more experiments should resolve. To our 
knowledge, climbing fiber activity has not been seen in 
correlation with saccades and, as Houk et al. (1992) 
pointed out, the climbing fiber inputs to saccade-related 
regions of the cerebellar cortex remains somewhat of 
a mystery. In any case, more work at both the experi- 
mental and theoretical levels is needed to understand the 
nature of the error as well as the respective roles of the 
proprioceptive and visual inputs to the oculomotor re- 
gion of the IO. 

The concept of eligibility appears to be fundamental 
in trying to understand memory formation in the brain. 
In biological systems there are significant delays involved 
between an action and its consequences. Here, we have 
shown that for a system which has relatively long delays 
between the efferent command signal and the feedback 
error, a pure eligibility decay is not optimal. Instead 
a window of eligibility allows efficient learning. Since the 

activation of metabotropic receptors leading to diacyl- 
glycerol activation is a much slower process than the 
activation of AMPA receptors, it is indeed possible that 
the diacylglycerol concentration peaks when the error 
signal arrives. Careful recordings and analyses of the 
timing of the granule cell and IO cell activities, coupled 
with kinetics analysis of the different chemical factors 
playing a role in the induction of LTD for various 
systems, would be helpful for constructing a general 
theory on the role of the cerebellum in adaptive move- 
ment control. To know the time course of eligibility and 
further validate this model, an interesting behavioral 
experiment would be the following. In a modified target 
perturbation experiments, the target would be displaced 
a second time. In other words, while the monkey or the 
human subject is making the corrective saccade, the 
target would be perturbed again. The two learning curves 
that such an experiment would provide (one for the first 
saccade, the other for the second saccade) would give us 
more details on the time course of eligibility. A parti- 
cularly interesting case would be to move the target in 
the opposite direction each time, with the third displace- 
ment larger than the second. It remains to be seen if a 'tug 
of war' would occur in the adaptation of the first saccade 
or not. 

The present model gives realistic neuronal responses 
from these classes of mossy fibers and one class of FOR 
cells. However, the real cerebellum is much more sophis- 
ticated. In particular, the dual inputs from the cerebral 
cortex (this paper) and the superior colliculus (Houk et al. 
1992) to the oculomotor vermis should be further ana- 
lyzed by future experiments and integrated in a new 
model. As Lewis and Zee noted (1993), the observation 
that many of the cells within the oculomotor cerebellum 
that discharge in relation to saccades suggests the hy- 
pothesis that the critical shaping of the final portion of 
the saccade trajectory is a cerebellar function. This might 
be linked to the projections to the omnipause neurons, 
and more generally to the control of oblique saccades by 
horizontal and vertical brainstem saccade generators. 
Interesting implications as to how the cerebellum is in- 
volved in temporal coordination of motor pattern gener- 
ators are likely to emerge from a study of these cerebellar 
projections to the omnipause neurons. Further exten- 
sions of the model would also include direction-specific 
dysmetria and floccular control of the tonic component 
of the saccade. 

Appendix. Parameters used in the simulations 

The numerical values given here correspond to the cere- 
bellar model only. For values of the whole saccade model 
refer to Dominey (1993). 

Number of neurons and number of synapses per neuron 
40 mossy fibers (mf) 9 FEF --, mfret synapses, 
(19 visual + 11 proprio- 1 proprioception--* mfpos 
ceptive + 10 EBN synapses, 1 EBNr 
feedback) mfburst synapse 



1000 granu le  cells (gc) 
2 Purk in je  cells (pc) 
2 nuclear  cells (nuc) 

4 mf  ~ gc synapses  
1000 gc ~ pc synapses  
1 pc ~ nuc synapse,  
1 E B N  ~ nuc synapse  

Time constants 
M o s s y  fibers "Cmf = 10 ms 
G r a n u l e  cells "Cg c = 6 ms 
Purk in je  cells zpr = 20 ms 
Nuc l ea r  cells rnu = 10 ms 

Mossy fiber input parameters 
F E F  ~ mfret  Wg(/) = e x p ( -  (02/4) 

for - 4 ~ < i ~ < 4  
Eye pos i t ion  ~ mfpos  H(i) = - 45 + 9i 

for 0 ~< i ~< 10 and s = 20 
E B N r  ~ mfburs t  Wbmf = 0.1 

Nonlinear functions parameters 
M o s s y  fibers x l  = 0 xz = 400 y l  = 400 
G r a n u l e  cells Xl = 250 x2 = 400 Yl = 100 
Purk in je  cells x l  = 0 x2 = 400 Yl = 400 
Nuc l ea r  cells x l  = 0 x2 = 600 Yl = 600 

Constant synaptic weights for the cerebellum 
M o s s y  fibers ~ G C  Wmfg e = 1 
E B N r  ~ F O R  Wren = 0.3 
P C  ~ F O R  neurons  Wpn = 1.5 
F O R  -o E B N t  and  I B N  Wne = 1 

Modifiable weights and eligibility parameters 
L T D  weight  uppe r  b o u n d  Wma x = 0.001 
Eligibi l i ty  p a r a m e t e r  lx = 0.07, 12 = 0.1 
El igibi l i ty  i npu t  ga in  K = 10 
Lea rn ing  ra te  , = 0.0001 

Inferior olive parameters 
I O  neu ron  t ime cons t an t  
Spike  d u r a t i o n  
H y p e r p o l a r i z a t i o n  

p a r a m e t e r  
Thresho ld  

rio = 30 ms 
c3 = 5 m s  
hyper = 1 

0 = 0.2 

Other parameters 
P C  b a c k g r o u n d  firing 
W i d t h  of  s tep funct ion 

(equat ion  7 in 
Schweighofer  1996) 

F O R  b a c k g r o u n d  firing 
Musc le  non l inea r i ty  
Musc le  ac t iva t ion  gain  
Muscle  l inear  pa r ame te r s  
Max.  burs t  mossy  fiber 

firing 
' M e m o r y '  cell t ime cons t  

Bpc = 20 
100 spikes/s  

Bnu = 100 
a = 50 
G = 100 
k = 0.37 and  I = 56 
mfbur s t  max  = 120 spikes/s 

Zm = 0.1 S 

Notes 
The  muscle  non l inea r i ty  p a r a m e t e r  was chosen so 

tha t  the non l inea r i ty  was signif icant  for large saccades 
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and  to ma tch  the saccade mode l  ( D o m i n e y  1993). M o r e -  
over, before per forming  any  exper iments ,  we genera ted  
the r a n d o m  connec t ions  and  the r a n d o m  weights  of  the 
mode l  as descr ibed  in Schweighofer  et  al. (1996). 

The  mossy  fiber t ime cons t an t  is the  same for all 
mossy  fiber types and  has  been a rb i t r a r i ly  set to an 
average  value.  The  t ime cons tan t s  are  t aken  f rom Bar tha  
(1993). 

The  mossy  fiber inpu t  pa r a me te r s  were chosen  so tha t  
the genera l iza t ion  across  different ne ighbor  targets  and  
pos i t ions  was significant.  Unfor tuna te ly ,  d a t a  concern ing  
the extent  of  the  genera l iza t ion  are  unava i l ab le  at  pre-  
sent. Moreover ,  the pos i t ion  cells r e spond  best  between 
- 4 5  ~ and  + 4 5  ~ . 

The  cerebel lar  weight  values were selected to repro-  
duce known  F O R  firing rates (Fuchs  et al. 1993), given 
the imposed  inpu t  d u r a t i o n  given by the D & A  model ,  the 
t ime constants  and  the number  of  synapses.  

At  t = 0 for the  first trial,  the  L T D  weights  a re  ran-  
d o m l y  d i s t r ibu ted  between 0 and  Wmax. The  el igibi l i ty 
values 11 and  Iz were selected so tha t  the  t ime w indow 
reaches its peak  when the IO  spike  is genera ted ,  to a l low 
more  efficient learning.  K and  ~ were ad jus t ed  so tha t  
the learning curve matches  s o m e w h a t  the  exper imenta l  
learn ing  curve given by  G o l d b e r g  et al. (1993). The  I O  
b a c k g r o u n d  firing ra te  was chosen  such that ,  with the 
threshold ,  the average firing ra te  was 1 Hz. These  values  
were chosen so tha t  the  I O  fires at  a low firing ra te  in 
o rde r  to ma tch  neurophys io log ica l  record ings  (Bar tha  
1993). As precise mode l ing  of the  I O  neurons  is outs ide  
the scope of the present  p a p e r  we do  no t  t ry  to r ep roduce  
precisely the m e m b r a n e  potent ia l .  
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